
Should You Change from Triplex Green
Mowers toWalking Green Mowers?
by ROBERT RAND QUIST
Superintendent, Southern Hills Country Club, Tulsa, Oklahoma
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SOUTHERN HILLS Country
Club, the winter before we were

to host the 1982PGA Champion-
ship, we made a significant change in our
putting green maintenance operations.
We switched from triplex putting green
mowers back to single walking green
mowers! It was not a hasty decision; the
green committee had studied the eco-
nomic, agronomic, and aesthetic factors
involved for several months.

Dr. Douglas T. Hawes, Director of
the Mid-Continent Region ofthe USGA
Green Section, has noticed a similar
trend throughout his territory. I would
recommend that anyone interested in or
contemplating such a change should take

careful consideration of the factors
outlined below.

The first factor we examined was cost.
How much money is really saved by
using triplex green mowers? We were
using two triplex green mowers on greens
and replacing the units every three to
four years. Two of these units cost
about $18,000 to $20,000 (without
trade-in). To accomplish the same work,
we felt we would need eight 22-inch
walking mowers. Each crew member
could mow three greens, with one mower
for the practice greens and one mower
for collars or for use in case of a break-
down. Eight 22-inch mowers cost about
$17,000 to $19,000. Since there is

only a minimal difference in original
equipment costs, the comparison of
equipment costs becomes a comparison
of life-span maintenance costs. After
consulting with several golf course
superintendents, we determined that:

1. The projected average life-span is
three to five years for triplex green
mowers and eight to 10years for walking
green mowers;

2. Average yearly costs for repair and
replacement parts for two triplex mowers
is about $I ,000 to $I ,200, and for eight
walking mowers it is about $800to $1,000
(this slight difference in repair costs
is due to replacement of parts in the
hydraulic system);

Among many superintendents and green committee~, the walking putting green mower is
regaining popularity.
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3. Labor for maintaining either two
triplex mowers or eight walking mowers
is about $3,500 to $4,000 a year.

Wecan see from these figures that the
reason why we have an appreciable
difference in equipment costs between
walking mowers and triplex mowers is
because the average projected life-span
of the walking green mowers is double
that of the triplex green mowers. Over
an eight- to ten-year period, equipment
costs for using walking mowers will be
about $2,000 a year less than for using
triplex green mowers.

WE NEXT EXAMINED the savings
in labor costs from mowing with

triplex green mowers. At most we mow
greens six days a week for 10months a
year and twice a week for two months.
Our greens average 5,000 square feet,
and it takes two triplex mowers one-
and-a-half hours each to mow greens.
At a cost of $5.50 an hour for hourly
wages and $8.25 an hour for overtime
wages, it costs us $5,313 a year to mow
our greens with triplex mowers. In
comparison, wecan mow our greens with
walking mowers, using six men for one-
and-a-half hours each. Using the same
mowing frequency and hourly wages, it
cost us $15,394 a year to mow with
walking mowers. On the surface it
appears that triplex mowing of greens
saves us about $10,000 yearly in labor
costs. However, other labor costs are
associated with triplex mowing that are
not necessary when walking green
mowers are used.

At Southern Hills we have bermuda-
grass tees, fairways, collars, and roughs.
Our greens are creeping bentgrass. Ithas
been my experience that during the
dormant period for bermudagrass, areas
around the greens suffer heavy damage
caused by turning triplex green mowers.
This condition is especially noticeable
in areas of tight bunkering around the
greens. We tried wider turning radiuses
and slower turns, but the damage
problem persisted. It became a matter
of resodding 1,000 to 1,500 square feet
of bermuda grass around each green every
year. At a cost of Be a square foot, this
was costing us $3,000 to $3,500 yearly.

We also had problems with bentgrass
thinning out in the cleanup circle around
the perimeter of our greens. Alternate
day mowing did not solve this "triplex
ring" problem, and we began mowing
the cleanup circle with a walking green
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(Opposite page, top) Hard to avoid the fact that triplex green mowers do reduce
mowing time and have been used for championships. (Opposite page, bottom)
Hydraulic leaks are the most dramatic problem encountered in triplex mowing.
They are not uncommon but preventive shop maintenance willgreatly reduce them.
(Above) Triplex mowers weigh agood deal more than the walking green mower and
their turning patterns have been blamedfor damage to collarson severalgolf courses.
Zoysia and bermudagrass collars have shown damage early in the spring due to
turning of triplex mowers on them.
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Other factors that influenced our
decision included changes in cultural
practices over the last few years because
of pro blems associated with triplex
mowing. Vertical mowing, topdressing,
and brushing frequencies had been
dramatically increased because of
increased problems with grain and
thatch accumulation. Weed control
around the greens became more difficult
and expensive from thinning of turf
caused by wear and compaction of the
triplex green mowers. It is difficult to
place a price on not having the best
possible turf in these critical areas.

Should you change from triplex green
mowers to walking green mowers? The
answer for Southern Hills and many
other golf courses is a resounding "yes!"
The added cost of $3,000 to $10,000 out
of a labor budget of$100,000 to $200,000
a year is a small price to pay for
improved putting quality, better turf
around the greens, and elimination of
unsightly hydraulic spills. Using walking
green mowers for the past two years
has confirmed our original analysis, and
I encourage you to consider making this
change if your overall conditions
warrant.

mower. This increased the cost of
triplex mowing - one crew member,
three days a week at $5.50 per hour for
six months a year = $1,000.

Another cost that may be considered
is repairing the damage caused by
hydraulic leaks. This cost can be mini-
mized, however, by good preventive
maintenance, and we did not include it
in our cost analysis.

CONSIDERING ALL these figures,
it cost us about $3,500 to $4,000

more a year to mow with walking green
mowers than to mow with triplex green
mowers. This figure for other golf
courses would be higher or lower,
depending on several factors, including
green size, labor market, mowing fre-
quency, length of season, etc. For
example, a golf course with large greens,
no wear problems around the greens,
and a long growing season might realize
a savings of $15,000to $17,000 yearly by
using triplex green mowers. On a golf
course with small greens, tight bunker-
ing around the greens, and a short
growing season, using walking mowers
could be less expensive than using
triplex mowers.
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